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The Iraqi Red Crescent Society (IRCS) is an Independent, volunteer-based National Society that works to alleviate suffering
for all and referee the international humanitarian laws and treaties ratified by the Iraqi government We are also an auxiliary
body to government when responding to humanitarian needs including the Mosul liberation operation beside our heading and
membership of different committees inside Iraq that involved in the Humanitarian response .However, we maintain our
independence from authorities and function as an autonomous, apolitical, non-partisan organization. our interventions alleviate
the suffering in accordance with the movement’s fundamental principles since 1932

19th -20th June 2017

The IRCS commit to vulnerable in Iraq to support in peace and disaster especially the internally displaced people and Syrian
refugee
The past two-day's activities as listed below:
The IRCS Salahaddin and Mosul Branches
Aqrab Checkpoint
1. 7,000 hot meals with water bottles distributed to the families
2. 500 ready meals pack distribution
Hamam Al-Alil Checkpoint
1. 9,000 hot meals with water bottles distributed in Hamam Al-Alil camp
2. 300 ready meal pack in Hamam Al-Alil camp
The Camps
1. Producing and distribution of 108,000 fresh bread distributed to 10,800 families at Madraj, Tel-Sebat , Al Salamyia, Jada'a
,Shahama ,Hamam Al-Alil ,deserted building in Tikrit and the checkpoints
2. 158 medical cases treated at Madraj camp medical unit with the Danish RC beside 9 cases were transferred to Qayara hospital
3. 1000 families in Jada'a 6 camp received relief pack (each pack contain food basket , 35Kg Rice , hygiene set , kitchen set ,
stove , thermos , kettle , trapuline,2 Jerri cans , 2 towels and 6 blankets )with the ICRC
EAS
IRCS team transferred with the Norwegian RC five medical cases from Al-Refae clinic to different hospitals operating as:
 To PMS hospital 4 cases
 To Aspen hospital one case
The IRCS Erbil Branch
Inside camps
1. Producing and distribution of 60,000 bread inside camps
2. Producing and distribution of 572 m3 of water from M40 Unit inside the camp
3. 594 medical cases were treated ;415 cases with the Qatar RC and 179 cases at Hasan Shame night shift
4. 200 families in U2 received relief pack (each pack contain food basket , 35Kg Rice , hygiene set , kitchen set , stove , thermos
, kettle , trapuline,2 Jerri cans , 2 towels and 6 blankets )with the ICRC
5. 300 families in U2 received relief pack (food basket and water bottle dozen set ) with Turkish Sunni Council
Inside Mosul
 Trucking of 840 m3 of potable water to tanks inside different districts with the French RC


700 families in Hay Al-Sokar ,Hay Al-Seddiq and Hay Al-Zahra received food basket with the Turkish RC

The IRCS Duhook Branch
1. Cash donation delivered by the IRCS team inside Duhook to 580 IDP families each received 200 USD with
German RC
2. Psychosocial support to Khanky camp through 15 house visit benefited 11 men and 12 women
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